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What is creativity? 
  

“Creativity exists not only where it creates 
great historical works, but also everywhere 
human imagination combines, changes, and 
creates anything new.” 



 
 

How does creative imagination develop? 
 

“In this sense all that is the work of the 
human hand, the whole world of culture, is 
distinguished from the natural world because 
it is a product of human imagination and 
creativity based on imagination.”  



REAL WORLD & IMAGERY SITUATION 







Multimodal & learning strategies 

Lorenzo & Wijirahayu (2022): “an authentic material in English related to the subject 
matter from YouTube support the scholars in improving speaking skill” 
Mastery of the sound system of a language is an important requirement if foreign 
language learners want to be able to speak verbally well in the target language 
(Alifandra, Wijirahayu, Alam, Mentari, 2023).  
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PRONOUNCIATION Practice 

Pronunciation is a part of speaking skill which is very important to make 
communication work well.  

The context of learning a foreign language, mastery of the target language or the 
sound system of English is theoretically and practically seen as very important.  

Mastery of the sound system of a language is an important requirement if 
foreign language learners want to be able to speak verbally well in the target 
language.  

Teachers could support the students’ creativity in the practice by using digital 
story telling (DST), Comics and video animation (Wijirahayu, Priyatmoko & 
Ivayati, 2023) 



VOCABULARY Building 

 Vocabulary is a collection of lexemes that 
contains single words, compound words, 
and idioms.  

 It will have an impact on their speaking, 
writing, reading, and listening abilities 
(Richards & Schmidt, 2018).  

 Habitual action in listening to song during 
writing, lower the anxiety of the learner 
(Wijirahayu & Saputra, 2023) 



Drilling words in some parts of speech.  
For example verb in word goes, is, checks, go, 
arrives, holds, does, want, let. The drilled noun are 
in words Tommy, school, gas, mommy, hand. The 
drilled adjective are in words scared, full, and 
excited.  



Convention on the Rights of the Child 

• Freedom from violence, abuse, hazardous employment, 
exploitation, abduction or sale • Adequate nutrition • Free 
compulsory primary education • Adequate health care • 
Equal treatment regardless of gender, race, or cultural 
background • The right to express opinions and freedom of 
thought in matters affecting them • Safe exposure/access to 
leisure, play, culture, and art (Amnesty International, 2015). 
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https://youtu.be/Dm9Zf1WYQ_A 

https://youtu.be/Dm9Zf1WYQ_A


The Earth in Solar System 



Conclusion 
 

• Young learners are more likely to learn when there are lots of 
pictures and illustrations. This makes it easier for them to learn 
something.  

• Learning English feels different, which is not only learning through 
books but young students can experience it firsthand. They enjoy 
every learning process more. Even though they don't know the 
vocabulary, they can understand it through the illustrations 
provided in the video. 

• Teachers creativity in providing multi media for the students to learn 
more autonomously will support and motivate the students to learn 
more. 
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